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Abstract. Construction contract is one of the steps of the construction process. In order to conclude acceptable and thoughtout construction contracts, effective methodologies for their evaluation and comparison must be developed. In order to solve
various legal problems, electronic legal decision support systems have been developed in the world. Application of the
electronic legal decision support systems can help to navigate in the legal system easier, makes additional reading of legal
acts redundant, creates opportunities to analyse decision variants and to select the most favourable one, provides users with
the newest and most extensive information, enables quick search and can use classification and information transfer features.
In order to conclude acceptable and well-thought construction contraction agreements, effective methodologies for their
evaluation and comparison must be developed. In order to prepare such methodologies, it is necessary to analyse not only
technical, organisational and economic aspects in construction but also legal aspects of a construction contraction agreement. Management of construction works includes conclusion of contracts between the client and the contractor. Contract
making has great influence on economic success of both parties, on their behaviour in order to increase their profit and it can
protect against possible loss.
This article analyses construction contraction agreements by providing a model of construction contraction agreement provisions based on their functions. Construction contraction agreements should be concluded, evaluated and compared on the
basis of this model. Values of indicators are determined and a multiple criteria decision support system is developed on the
basis of this model.
Keywords: decision support systems, construction contracts, multiple criteria evaluation.

1. Introduction
Construction is a complex multi-stage process, and the
stages must be appropriately aligned and managed. The
client that commissioned construction works must make
various multi-purpose decisions at various stages of construction.
Most problems encountered during construction depend
upon the selected contractor. Therefore, selection of a contractor is a very important stage while implementing an
investment project. Patrick Sik-Wah Fong and Sonia KitYung Choi [1] have analysed methods of contractors’ selection and noted that some methods are non-exhaustive
and tend to be biased: there is a lack of opportunities to
evaluate abilities of a contractor and meet time, price, quality and security requirements at the same time. These authors have analysed possibilities to apply the Analytical Hi-

erarchy Process (AHP) Method for contractor’s selection
according to different criteria.
Management of construction works includes conclusion
of contracts between the client and the contractor. Contract
making has great influence on economic success of both
parties, on their behavior in order to increase their profit
and protect against possible loss.
Lord Diplock [2] has defined a construction contraction agreement (CCA) as: an agreement of sale of goods
and work for a certain price, according to which payment
is executed in parts after goods are delivered and works
performed. Periodically, important decisions must be made
related to matters such as correction of orders, size of intermediate expenditures, time inputs for the work related to
the project. CCA conclusion and implementation differs
from other manufacturing processes. An important fact,
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which must be thought over before concluding a CCA, is
that construction of a building differs from industrial products made in a factory. The project scope, the conditions of
the place, use of many construction materials and work
variety are the reasons why it is impossible to achieve the
same level of perfection as in a factory. It must be a new
unique building, in which each bolt and brush stroke must
be exact and in place. No special rules are applicable to
such contracts, whether they are construction contraction
or designing agreements. Lord Reid [2] has noted that when
parties want to make detailed CCAs, it is impossible to apply any main rules or principles embracing contractual relationships between such parties, except for those which
are used in general cases.
Scientific literature increasingly pays attention to analysis of construction contraction agreements. Bushait and
Almohawis [3] have distinguished 11 good-quality features
(such as clarity, composition, quality, etc.), which help to
achieve quality in wording of an agreement but do not determine which most important aspects must be discussed
in the agreement.. Hinze and Tada [4] have analysed general provisions of agreements used in 52 US facility companies by paying attention to legal aspects. They determined
that owners should thoroughly evaluate the aim of each
province by general agreement provisions. Marsh, Kerzner
and Hedley [5, 6] have been trying to determine what aspects an agreement should include. Kerzner offers a list
starting at “the type of services” and ending with “the
completion time”, Marsh describes standard agreement provisions (including bad work quality, inspections, insurance,
safety, taxes, payment schedule, arbitration and nonfulfilment).
Construction contracts by various aspects were analysed
by R. M. Skitmore. His research work is described in different publications. R.M. Skitmore and Z. Hatush [7]
analysed contractor selection using multicriteria utility
theory, S. T. Ng and R. M. Skitmore [8] described client and
consultant perspectives by prequalification criteria,
D. Drew, R. M. Skitmore and Hing Po Lo [9] offered a bidding strategy model for use by contractors as part of a more
informed approach in selecting which contracts to bid for,
S. T. Ng, Kam Pong Cheng and R. M. Skitmore [10] examined the importance of Safety Performance Evaluation
through a questionnaire survey conducted in Hong Kong
and developed a Safety Performance Evaluation framework,
suitable for use in the construction industry, and protocols
for evaluating the safety performance at the organizational
and project level.
The construction industry is among the most important
in each country’s economy. The fact is witnessed by extensive attention of various authors paid to an increase in effectiveness of construction contraction agreement making.
However, such an important issue as integrated evaluation
of construction contraction agreements remains untouched

or almost untouched. Even when the construction contractor is selected and the price and work terms are negotiated,
the client still can choose at least several variants of agreements. Selection of the most favourable variant is a multiple criteria task, and a new methodology must be created
for its solution.
In order to develop the methodology for multiple criteria evaluation of CCAs, a systematic analysis of provisions
for a CCA and of the model of CCA provisions is a must.
This article aims to develop a hierarchical model of CCA
provisions and to analyse provisions and subsystems included in this model. Construction contracts can be concluded, evaluated and compared on the basis of this model.
2. Model of the System of CCA Provisions
Decision-making is a very important stage in the construction process as in life of every person; it determines
the future of the person or of construction works. For example, when preparing a construction contraction agreement, hundreds of decisions must be made: the larger the
project, the bigger the number of various level decisions.
Those who prepare a construction contraction agreement
must be knowledgeable about provisions of laws, the requirements of parties, possible variants of risk transfer, etc.
Conclusion of a CCA is one of the components of the
construction process. In order to conclude a proper CCA, it
is necessary to analyse agreement provisions properly and
to consider their characteristics. It is very important to properly evaluate CCA provisions, such as contractor’s liabilities, provided guarantees, client’s liabilities, provisions for
contract termination and suspension, etc. This stage is related to certain decision-making.
One of the most important contract elements is the contents of the agreement, which consists of the entire system
of agreement provisions. Contract provisions are determined
on the basis of one of the main principles of the civil law:
the principle of contract freedom. Contract provisions determine rights and duties of the parties, i.e. their certain
behaviour. In practice, it is important to formulate exact
agreement provisions, because they determine peculiarities
of rights and duties related to liabilities and their proper
implementation.
The system of CCA provisions may be also modelled
considering the functions of agreement provisions. All CCA
provisions have a certain function. For example, agreement
provisions regulating guarantees, surety or forfeit have the
function of liability guarantee. All provisions regulating the
aforementioned function may be joined to a separate subsystem. Similarly, other agreement provisions may also be
joined to subsystems. Following the aforementioned principle, a hierarchical model of CCA provisions based on their
functions has been made and provided in Fig. 1. While considering functions of agreement provisions they are joined
to groups or, in other words, to subsystems. In their turn
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subsystems according to their functions are grouped into
systems of higher level. At the end of the process, the highest point of the system of agreement provisions is reached,
which coincides with the aim of the decision-making process. Thus the aim is specified at the first level of the hierarchy, i.e. the construction contraction agreement. The second level of hierarchy consists of criteria which make
immediate influence on the final goal. At the same time
each criterion is at the top of the created hierarchy, connecting to its top. The third level consists of criteria determined by the second level. Hierarchical structures are developed on the basis of transfer of authorisation, i.e. on the
basis of subordination. Therefore, they cannot include horizontal relationships. Such relationships reflect not subordination but coordination [11].
Using an expert method, provisions have been determined which influence construction contract contents:
• performance of construction works according to the
contract and following the requirements specified
in normative documents of construction;
• performance of construction works keeping to the
environment protection and work safety requirements;
• permits for construction works;
• supply of the construction site with construction
materials, equipment, spare parts and other constructions;
• contractor ‘s duty to do all works independently, if
not specified otherwise in the contract;
• the right to require recalculation of the contract price,
if the factual price of the construction works increased by over 15 % due to circumstances not influenced by the contractor;
• client’s duty to provide a land plot for construction
in time;
• to obtain required construction permits;
• client’s duty to pass to contractor buildings and
equipment for use and to install temporary energy
or water supply networks in cases specified in the
contract;
• to allow to use buildings and temporary energy or
water supply networks;
• client’s duty to pay for all works performed before
conservation;
• implementation of client’s rights related to construction supervision and control;
• acceptance of constructions works;
• cooperation of parties;
• recognition of the building as suitable for use;
• quality guarantee terms;
• payment for construction works;
• contract guarantee;
• contract termination;
• contract suspension.
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When CCA contents are divided into separate provisions, which influence smooth construction process, we get
a model (Fig. 1), which is broadly applicable in CCA preparation. It is possible to distinguish the following advantages
of a hierarchical structure:
• hierarchical structure may be used to describe how
lower level priorities influence the change of higher
level priorities;
• hierarchy provides considerably more detailed information about lower level structures, functions and
their influence on higher levels;
• when systems reflecting real situation are developed
by means of hierarchy, i.e. by developing and later
uniting models, their development is more effective
than in cases when the system is made at once;
• a hierarchical system is both stable and flexible. Stability means that slight modifications in the hierarchy cause very small changes. Flexibility means that
introduction of several new criteria does not change
the essence of a well-developed hierarchy.
The used hierarchy has its own specific features, therefore, the following presumptions are offered for use [10]:
a) all partial indicators of the same level are equal in
the initial calculations;
b) compared to previous level, partial indicators of a
higher level have bigger influence on the highest
level of the structure;
c) the sum of weights of all partial indicators of each
level is equal to one;
d) the total value of all indicators of any level is equal
to the value of one indicator of a higher level, i.e. to
one;
e) any indicator is related only to one indicator of a
higher level;
f) the “depth” of structuring of separate indicators is
different, and the structuring “chain” is inconsecutive.
In order to evaluate CCAs and compare their different
variants, it is not enough only to develop a model of agreement provisions. Striving to the aforementioned aims, it is
necessary to determine the significance of structural elements of the developed model, i.e. of agreement provisions
and groups of agreement provisions (model subsystems).
Thus during evaluation or interpretation of evaluation results, different provisions of a CAA may be treated differently. In turn, it may cause certain misunderstandings, create erroneous results or cause erroneous interpretation of
the results. Therefore, it is very important to describe each
CCA provision in detail.
3. Determination of indicator significance using expert
surveys
In order to determine indicator significance in calculations more objectively, an opinion of a group of experts
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Fig. 1. The model of CCA provisions based on functions

should be evaluated. For this purpose an expert group of 26
persons was formed during pilot calculations. A fragment
of calculation results is shown in Fig. 2. The expert group
consisted of lawyers, civil engineers and other specialists
(Fig. 2).
The experts were surveyed by questionnaires. The questionnaire was prepared on the basis of the method of paired
evaluation of indicator significance. The generalised calculations of survey results showed that the compatibility of
expert opinions meets the requirements; therefore, it is possible to claim that indicator significances derived during
the expert survey are reliable and can be used for typical
evaluation of contracts. However, these indicator
significances would change with changing economic situ-

ation and upon evaluation of specific requirements of a
construction project; anyway, they serve as a basis for initial calculations.
During the pilot calculations, three contracts were evaluated using the indicator significances derived from the survey of the expert group (Fig. 3). It was determined that the
first contract meets the requirements in the best way, and
the remaining contracts need to be improved. Therefore,
the conclusion is drawn that calculations using the selected
methodology provide yet another advantage, i.e. an opportunity to form an expert group for determination of criteria
significance.
Having summarised the results of evaluation of all three
agreements according to each evaluation criteria, it is pos-
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Fig. 2. A fragment of the window with aggregated criteria significance and the priority list of contracts

Fig. 3. List of members of the expert group
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Fig. 4. Priorities of alternatives according to the results of ten-point evaluations

sible to review the priorities of alternatives determined after the evaluation (Fig. 4). According to the results obtained
in this case, the first contract has the highest priority, the
second has medium priority and the third has the lowest.
The model of CCA provisions based on their functions
has been used for evaluation. No problems related to formation of the evaluation criteria hierarchy have been encountered during the evaluation; therefore, it can be claimed
that the developed model of CCA provisions based on their
functions meets the requirements applicable to a hierarchy
and may be used for evaluation of CCAs.
Analysis of the sensitivity of evaluation helps to determine the factors which made the greatest influence on the
evaluation results and whether the provided evaluation of
criteria significance is correct, to review results of the evaluation of conformity of alternatives with the selected criteria again and to determine opportunities for improvement
of agreements. On the basis of the results of sensitivity
analysis, it is possible to claim that evaluation of criteria
significance meets evaluator’s expectations on distribution
of evaluation results. After the evaluation, evaluation of
alternatives according to some criteria was slightly modified. The following possibilities of agreement improvement
can be specified:
1) Payment provisions should be improved in the second contract.
2) Payment provisions should be improved in the third
contract; agreement guarantee and termination provisions should be reviewed.
Assuming that agreements are final and not subject to
editing, the first variant must be selected on the basis of the
evaluation results. However, if an agreement is subject to
change, the evaluation needs to be repeated after making
the amendments. Evaluation results may be used not only
to determine weak points in agreements but also to determine their advantages, and thus to try improving agreement
provisions.
The Expert Choice software was used to make pilot
calculations. This software opens wide opportunities for its
users. However, it has drawbacks as well. The main drawback of this software is that it is adjusted for use in stationary work places. The model of indicator hierarchy for construction contract evaluation developed this way is just an
extra feature of this software. Meanwhile, users without

special software cannot use the developed system of indicators. True, that this system provides a possibility to publish the hierarchical model in Internet; however, only Expert Choice users can make full use of such a model. Besides,
this software has other drawbacks characteristic of other
stationary software: limited number of workstations, attachment to a specific workstation, little opportunities to share
experience with other users, etc.
4. Possibilities to implement the hierarchical model in
decision support systems
One of the main aims of future decision support systems is the use of IT to increase productivity of people working in the sphere of information processing in “the age of
information” and to solve various problems of different
complexity and structure. Otherwise, people will simply
fail to evaluate the available information properly and to
make proper choice with the increasing flood of information. This opinion is based on statistical data, which shows
that the amount of information in a company increases twice
annually. An employee can analyse only about 5 % of the
received information effectively in such a situation and assistance becomes vital [12]. Such situation shapes a number of tasks for a decision support system.
One of the most important opportunities to develop decision support systems is an increase of their integration.
First, a system must be developed inside the organisation,
and such system with a simple user interface would provide access to and exchange of information among
company’s employees. A clear link between the decision
support system and various data must be provided and it
must facilitate installation of various means for resource
allocation. In this case, accessibility of the system can be
achieved by using standard graphic user interface. Such
standardisation is the main reason why Microsoft Windows
and related products have become widely distributed so fast.
The main problem of decision support systems is an interface with additional means that is difficult to implement.
From the perspective of a user of a decision support system, the main criterion when a system for work is being
selected is the simplicity of its user interface.
Therefore, the ideas related to information presentation
must be improved both by the developers and users. A proper
evaluation of the form (charts, plans, diagrams), in which
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the information will be presented in the future, is important. There is a chance that new forms of information presentation may be available in the future, like dynamic charts
or multi-dimensional reports.
Use of expert systems and other available AI forms in
decision support systems determines the main direction.
Knowledge bases determine the shape of a database or a
model base, models of conclusion presentation determine
the knowledge-based management system, and there are
attempts to develop a user interface in all EU languages.
One of the issues that is important as well is a closer integration of decision support systems and software applications used in a company, thus increasing the level of usefulness of decision support and effectiveness of the work
of a decision-maker as well.
The consolidating function of a decision support system is an important component of the future decision support systems. It is especially relevant in the sphere of communication. Currently it is possible to connect clients using
local networks, external networks and other methods, and
it is the path for further development. Further opportunities
are standardisation of communication protocols, communication channels and data presentation allowing to exchange large amounts of data, graphic databases, digital
images and videos. A possibility to connect to other networks is important to organisations, because it creates an
opportunity for emergence of new and more global sources
of information. The main problem here is security.
Another opportunity to improve decision support systems is improvement of accessibility to documents and their
management both inside and outside of an organisation.
New search and structuring technologies such as underlining of an idea, hypertext and multimedia have been rapidly
developed both for scientific research and commercial purposes. One of the most successful examples thereof is
groupware, such as Lotus Notes, which emerged recently
and is growing fast. The world becomes a uniform connected whole, which is the basis for further development of
decision support systems.
Proper presentation of knowledge creates conditions for
a system to better reflect expert opinion. These possibilities enable knowledge acquisition; and it is essential in systems which are used in vital areas where especially valuable decisions are made. A possibility to reach documents
available in different locations and provided by different
sources using fast search algorithms increases competitiveness of companies as well. With increasing importance of
communication, a decision support system must operate in
Internet and allow companies to keep up with the newest
technologies and innovations in decision-making and to
operate successfully in the expanding cyberspace.
Cyberspace technologies allow single persons to be involved and participate actively in electronic environment.
Such computer graphics is based on development of in-
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creasingly complex hardware and software able to create a
more real environment. The cyberspace environment includes both a theatrical image shown on a big screen and
computer displays or helmets with built-in stereo displays
ands special headphones. The perceived experience is multisensory: visible, audible and touchable, and is more acceptable. Technology helps a viewer to understand relationships
between different elements and provides ways to learn to
react to the available data effectively and efficiently.
A common principle dominating in Europe is that contracts are valid despite their execution; however, laws sometimes provide for formal requirements, for example, contracts must be made in writing. First, this legal requirement
attempts to reduce the number of disputes, because contracts allow explicit determination of rights and liabilities
of parties. Second, it is an attempt to guarantee movement
of goods and services, because they make clear who must
perform what actions, under what conditions and what limitations are applicable. Third, such formalities allow parties
to know their rights and liabilities explicitly months and
years after conclusion of a contract, because it is possible
to store the contents of the document. However, laws providing for formalities may have other aims as well: they
may make an attempt at a psychological effect. In this case
it is attempted to make a person think about the risk and
dangers before signing a contract, at least a little. A relevant example of such contracts are loan contracts; they
are considered dangerous, because consumers are often allured by advertisements, etc. and thus fail to realise the accepted financial liabilities fully and fail to evaluate their
economic potential. For this reason, the EU Directive
No. 87/102/EEC On Consumer Loans determines that a
consumer loan must be executed in the written form.
E-commerce understands that e-contracts lack expressiveness and that the button “I agree/accept” contract provisions do not have the same psychological effect as written documents. Therefore, the European Union doubled the
steps of contract conclusion (offer and acceptance) and established a four-stage process (offer, acceptance,
acknowledgement that the offer is received and
acknowledgement that the acceptance is received), which
was reduced to three stages in the later edition of the EU
Directive No. 2000/31/EC; so now the recipient must give
its consent by technological means in order to express its
consent to conclude a contract, and the contract is considered as concluded from the moment the service recipient
receives an electronic acknowledgement of the provider,
that received the consent of the recipient (acceptance). Member states supplement their laws by the provision that different steps of the process of e-contract conclusion shall be
provided explicitly and defined so that parties shall be familiarized with their contents and procedure and that any
steps shall be made only upon expressing consent of the
parties. In such case, these requirements of explicitness shall
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serve for equalisation of the conventional and electronic
consent and shall not provide for the reinforced consent
required by the nature of some contracts (e.g. consumer
loan).
Considering a possibility to conclude electronic construction contracts, e-signature can be used, which has an
effect similar to signing a written document. The author
thinks that e-signatures are as authentic as handwritten signatures. EU Directive No. 1999/93/EC on E-signature specifies that member states shall grant secure e-signatures based
on qualified certificates and created by secure e-signature
development means. Such e-signatures meet legal requirements of relationship between a signature and data stored
or kept in electronic form, the same as handwritten signatures meet these requirements in respect of data stored or
kept on paper. Classic civil law considers a contract as a
result of expression of two wills. If the will is not present
or is faulty, the main element of a contract is missing. Nobody can be bound by a contract against his/her will. Should
the modern law know only these features of contract making, it would become a serious barrier to validate contracts
concluded by e-agents, which may be controlled by a third
party (e.g. e-shop).
However, both general law and civil law are rather rapidly developing legal systems, thus issues related to liability outcomes of contractual will expression, errors and consent provided by a more obvious agent are evaluated broadly
by underlining the reliability of the other party and not the
identification of an independent will expression. Sometimes
negligent actions of a party are used as a basis, for example,
a party was negligent in selection of contract phrases and
was not attentive enough to remove the circumstances because of which somebody was considered its representative. Sometimes it is made objective by an opinion that parties accept responsibility for the selected means of contract
conclusion.
The general validity of contracts concluded by e-agents
is a fictitious problem initiated by suspicions caused by
outdated civil and commercial law, often resultant from nonlawyers and stereotypic understanding of the will of contract parties. There is a considerably strong basis to claim
that nobody can be exempt from an obligation to fulfil a
contract only because an e-agent was an intermediary in its
conclusion. The problem is related to settlement of errors
made by e-agents. Another problem is related to a question
whether it is allowed to exempt a party from liabilities under a contract if it proves that the error occurred due to
technical problems of an e-agent.
On the basis of the aforementioned provisions, a model
of the Web-based Decision Support System for Construction Contract Preparation was developed. This model can
help to implement the functional model of the system of
construction contract provisions developed by the authors
and other principle elements.

5. Conclusions
1. Currently, multiple criteria methods and models are
offered for efficiency improvement when solving various
issues related to construction; however, preparation, evaluation and comparison of CCAs is still rather disregarded.
In order that the construction process is effective and
smooth, the CCA must be properly prepared. In order to
solve this task successfully, a model of the system of CCA
provisions has been created. The model is based on functions of provisions.
2. The model of CCA provisions based on their functions is convenient to determine significance of agreement
provisions. Then it is possible to develop an Internet-based
legal CCA decision support system. Such conclusion can
be made for the following reasons: first, experts can easier
evaluate significance of agreement provisions grouped according to their functions and, second, legal power of all
CCA provisions is equal, irrespective of the group they are
attributed to according to any of the analysed classifications. However, the latter classification illustrates real operation of a CCA and its functions best.
3. Three CCAs have been selected for calculations and
evaluation provided as an example. The evaluation has
shown that the first variant is the most favourable to a client, and having analysed graphic information, it is possible
to determine possibilities for improvement of agreements.
Software Expert Choice, which has been used in this process, is well adjusted to development of a good hierarchy,
to determination of criteria significance, to evaluation and
analysis of the evaluation results.
4. The calculations provided as an example enable the
following conclusion: although the aforementioned software has a number of advantages, several main disadvantages can also be distinguished. The software is designed
for stationary workstations. Thus the developed hierarchical model of CCA evaluation criteria can be only an extramodule of the aforementioned software. Whereas users who
do not have specialised software cannot use the developed
system of criteria. Although the system foresees a possibility to place hierarchy models in the Internet, only Expert
Choice software users can use them to full extent. Considering the results of the analysis, a specialised decision support system should be developed for CCA evaluation; the
system would implement advantages of an Internet-based
system.
5. Since computer and information technologies are
developing constantly, it is very important to foresee the
possibilities to improve a decision support system. The vital task is to increase system’s integration considering the
trends of development of the aforementioned technologies
and the purpose of a decision support system. This way a
user can use the developed system without special training
or with the minimum training, the need for additional soft-
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ware is lower, requirements to hardware are reduced, new
and better conditions for electronic exchange of data are
created and more functions (video conferencing, video and
audio records, contract signing by electronic means, etc.)
related to preparation of construction contracts become integrated.
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STATYBOS RANGOS SUTARÈIØ RACIONALUMO ÁVERTINIMO RODIKLIØ SISTEMOS MODELIS
S. Mitkus, E. Trinkûnienë
Santrauka
Statybos rangos sutarties sudarymas yra viena ið statybos proceso sudedamøjø daliø. Siekiant sudaryti priimtinas ir gerai apgalvotas
statybos rangos sutartis, reikia sukurti efektyvias statybos rangos sutarèiø ávertinimo ir palyginimo metodikas. Norint parengti tokias
metodikas, bûtina iðnagrinëti ne tik statybos techninius, organizacinius, ekonominius, bet ir teisinius statybos rangos sutarties aspektus.
Sutarties sudarymas yra sudedamoji statybos valdymo dalis ir turi didelæ átakà abiejø ðaliø ekonominei sëkmei, jø elgesiui mëginant
padidinti savo pelnà ir apsisaugoti nuo galimø nuostoliø. Norint gerai sudaryti statybos rangos sutartá, bûtina tinkamai iðnagrinëti sutartá
sudaranèias sàlygas, atsiþvelgiant á jas apibûdinanèius rodiklius. Labai svarbu tinkamai ávertinti tokias statybos rangos sutarties sàlygas,
kaip rangovo ásipareigojimai, teikiamos garantijos, uþsakovo ásipareigojimai, sutarties nutraukimo ir sustabdymo galimybës ir pan.
Mokslo literatûroje vis daugiau dëmesio skiriama statybos sutarèiø analizei. Bushait ir Almohawis iðskyrë vienuolika kokybiniø
savybiø (pvz., aiðkumas, sukomplektavimas, kokybë ir kt.), kurios padeda pasiekti sutarties formulavimo kokybæ, bet nenusprendþia,
kuriuos svarbiausius sutarties aspektus reikëtø aptarti sutartyje. D. Drew, R. M. Skitmore ir Hig Po Lo pasiûlë sutarèiø sudarymo strategijos
modelá, skirtà rangovams kaip priemonæ kvalifikuotesniam sutarties pasirinkimui. S. T. Ng, Kam pong Cheng ir R. M. Skitmore nagrinëjo
saugumo ávertinimo svarbà Honkonge. Ðiam tikslui buvo sudarytas specialus klausimynas, sudaryta saugumo ávertinimo metodika,
skirta statybos pramonei, kurià galima taikyti tiek organizacijose, tiek projektiniu lygmeniu. Taèiau nenagrinëtas ar beveik nenagrinëtas
lieka toks svarbus klausimas, kaip statybos rangos sutarèiø kompleksinis vertinimas. Net ir parinkus statybos rangovà, suderëjus kainà,
darbø atlikimo terminus, uþsakovas su juo gali sudaryti bent keletà sutarèiø variantø. Palankiausio sutarties varianto parinkimas yra
daugiakriterinis uþdavinys, kuriam spræsti bûtina sukurti specializuotà rodikliø sistemos modelá.
Ðio straipsnio tikslas – sudaryti hierarchiná statybos rangos sutarties ávertinimo rodikliø sistemos modelá, pagrástà sutarties sàlygø
apibrëþiamomis funkcijomis. Ðis modelis sudarytø pagrindà statybos rangos sutartims sudaryti, palyginti ir ávertinti, specializuotø
statybos rangos sutarèiø daugiakriterinio vertinimo sprendimø paramos sistemoms kurti.
Reikðminiai þodþiai: daugiakriterinis ávertinimas, statybø sutartys, sprendimø paramos sistemos.
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